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Romaco expands its presence in India
Romaco India moves into new offices

Together with 100 invited guests, the 30-strong team from Romaco India celebrated the move into new offices in Thane in the Mumbai Metropolitan Region. The Sales & Service Center oversees both original equipment business and customer service in the Indian market on behalf of the international Romaco Group.

Romaco India Pvt. Ltd., Romaco’s Indian branch, has moved into new offices in Thane in the Mumbai Metropolitan Region. The modern premises totaling 250 square meters create ample space for all of the Sales & Service Center’s 30 employees. Romaco India’s workforce has almost tripled since the official opening in 2019. In addition to eight sales staff, 17 service technicians take care of local customers’ needs. Over 350 Romaco machines and lines are currently in operation in the Indian pharmaceutical, nutraceuticals, food, cosmetics and chemical industries.

In order to respond quickly and flexibly to all support requests, Romaco India has its own spare parts warehouse. “Our dense service network is one of our key strengths,” stressed Sanjeev Nimkar, Managing Director Romaco India. “We offer our customers fast response and delivery times as well as excellent service quality, which is reliably assured by our highly qualified employees.”

Official opening

Romaco India’s new offices were officially inaugurated at a ceremony attended by 100 invited guests, including the employees’ families. Jan Clement, Sales Director at Romaco Kilian in Cologne (Germany), was selected to cut the ribbon together with Sanjeev Nimkar and also took part in the traditional coconut breaking in honor of Indian deities. Various Hindu rituals, including a sacred fire to bless and spiritually cleanse the new premises, formed the highlight of the opening ceremony.
“Moving to new offices always means more than just a change of address. It represents a new beginning with a lot of opportunities and the chance to develop further,” Nimkar emphasized. “The new surroundings are conducive to creativity, and they motivate us to work together even more effectively to increase our overall productivity. From that perspective, the new premises hold enormous potential for Romaco India.”

The central location of the new offices in Thane, just a few minutes' walk from the nearest subway station, is a further advantage for employees at the Romaco facility in the heart of the Mumbai Metropolitan Region.

For more information on Romaco, visit our website and social media channels: www.romaco.com – Showroom – LinkedIn – YouTube

Romaco Group

Romaco is a leading international supplier of processing and packaging equipment specializing in engineering technologies for pharmaceutical products. The Group provides individual machines, lines and turnkey solutions for manufacturing, filling and packing powders, granulates, pellets, tablets, capsules, syringes, liquids and medical devices. The company also serves the food and chemical industries. Through its various technologies, Romaco is committed to sustainable production and to systematically reducing CO2 emissions.

The Romaco Group has its headquarters in Karlsruhe (Germany) and is part of the Truking Group, a globally operating high-tech enterprise based in Changsha (China). Truking’s core competency is handling and filling pharmaceutical liquids.

Romaco operates from five European business sites, with a broad portfolio comprised of seven established product brands. Noack and Siebler (Karlsruhe, Germany) supply blister, heat-sealing and rigid tube filling machines. Macofar (Bologna, Italy) markets technologies for filling sterile and non-sterile powders and liquids. Promatic (also Bologna, Italy) specializes in cartoners, track & trace systems and case packers. Kilian (Cologne, Germany) is a leading manufacturer of tablet presses. Innojet (Steinen, Germany) is in the business of granulating and coating fine solid particles. Tecpharm (Barcelona, Spain) offers tablet coating technologies.

More than 850 highly skilled and committed Romaco employees are dedicated to the development of future product technologies and to the continuous
implementation of internal improvement processes. The Romaco Group’s multi-brand system solutions are sold worldwide through nine Sales & Service Centers and a dense network of local agent organizations. Over 12,000 installations delivered by Romaco are currently in use in more than 180 different countries.

The following pictures are enclosed with the press release:

1. Together, Sanjeev Nimkar, Managing Director Romaco India, and Jan Clement, Sales Director Romaco Kilian, cut the ribbon to open Romaco India’s new offices in Thane in the Mumbai Metropolitan Region.
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2. Sanjeev Nimkar, Managing Director Romaco India, at the official opening of Romaco India’s new offices.
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3. The Hindu sacred fire ritual to bless the new premises was a highlight of the opening ceremony.
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4. Romaco India employees and their families celebrate the move to the new offices.
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